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  Modular system
  Designed for storing small-sized/documents
  Screwless version
  Height adjustable at 25-mm intervals
  Maximum rack height of 4,000 mm
  Shelf length of 770 / 870 / 970 / 1,070 / 1,170 / 1,270 mm
  Shelf depth 300 / 350 / 400 / 500 / 600 / 700 mm
  Shelf load-bearing capacity 70–390 kg

  higher warehouse capacity
  reduced built-up area
  high rate of investment return
  verified by 10 years of experience
  possible construction in stages
  rails in or on existing floor
  arrange for floor stress analysis 
   wide range of accessories: door, 
drawers, locking-type blocks, etc.  

We will design appropriate 
handling equipment 
for a specific project.

  Easy installation
  Easy adjustment
  Modularity
  High strength, stability, long lifetime 
  Wide range of accessories 

  Made from frames and shelves 
   Frame made from U-sections, perforated at 25-mm 
intervals, connected with fixed partitions

  Screwless fixing of shelves to frames using hooks 

Reduce your space costs and increase storage capacity by as much as 80%. Do you have a problem with 
storing an increasing amount of papers, files and archived documents? And do you not want to pay for 
other premises or relocate your registry? Choose the application of the mobile rack systems.

The principle of this system is that the racks move on rails and fit tightly against each other. The operator 
always opens only the aisle they need to access, which reduces the need for area. 

This is why this solution is used especially in premises where a large volume of goods needs to be stored 
in a small space.

    CHARACTERISTICS

    ADVANTAGES    ADVANTAGES

    DESIGN

Stationary racks 

Mobile racks 
80% saving 
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  Česká Telecom

  Obchodní galerie Vaňkovka

  Eurotel Praha

  OLMA Olomouc

  A3 Sport

  Kooperativa pojišťovna

  Všeobecná zdravotní pojišťovna

  Congress Centre of Prague

  ČSOB

  City of Brno Archives

  South Moravian Museum in Znojmo

  Masaryk University in Brno

  Moravian Gallery in Brno

  Moravian Regional Museum 

  District Archives of Blansko

  Heritage Institute in Brno

These systems can increase capacity of your archival and storage space by as much as 80%.

Mobile shelf racks are used to store all types of archival items, from regular computers, archival boxes 
and books, to various atypical archival units, such as objects of collections in museums, heritage institutes 
and galleries. In such cases, we design the storage technology in close cooperation with the client, tailored 
to the material to be stored.
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www.beg.cz

This progressive type of mobile rack systems helped replace the obsolete stationary racks that require 
more space and no longer meet the requirements for maximum economy of space or provide easier 
access, anti-dust protection, optional locking-type storage and a number of other advantages that our 
storage and archival technology ensures. The main advantage of the system is the creation of only one 
service aisle, thus enabling maximum utilisation of the given space.  
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